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What's Jetpack Compose?

A declarative toolkit for building UI
that combines a reactive programming model with the conciseness and
ease of use of the Kotlin programming language.



Declarative vs Imperative Way
Declarative programming is “the act of programming in languages that
conform to the mental model of the developer rather than the
operational model of the machine.”

In computer science, declarative programming is a programming
paradigm that expresses the logic of a computation without describing
its control flow.

HOW What





A simple composable function

Using Compose, you can build your user interface by defining a set of
composable functions that take in data and emit UI elements. A simple
example is a Greeting widget, which takes in a String and emits a Text
widget which displays a greeting message.



Dynamic content

 Recomposition



Composable functions can execute in any order

Suppose you have code like this to draw three screens in a tab layout:



Why adopt Compose?

   Less code

Intuitive 

Accelerate development 
 

Powerful
 



Adding Jetpack Compose 
to your app

STEPS: 

Android Gradle Plugin 
Configure Kotlin
Configure Gradle
Add Jetpack Compose toolkit dependencies
Start creating Composable 





Android Gradle Plugin 

For the best experience developing with Jetpack Compose, you should
download Android Studio, and configure the Android Gradle Plugin that
corresponds to the version of Android Studio:

Configure Kotlin

Step 1 :  

Step 2 :  

https://developer.android.com/studio


Configure Gradle

You need to set your app’s minimum API level to 21 or higher and
enable Jetpack Compose in your app's build.gradlefile, as shown
below. Also set the version for the Kotlin compiler plugin. 

Step 3 :  



Add Jetpack Compose toolkit dependencies

You need to set your app’s minimum API level to 21 or higher and
enable Jetpack Compose in your app's build.gradlefile, as shown
below. Also set the version for the Kotlin compiler plugin.

Step 4 :  



MainActivity.kt 



Thank You
 


